Incorporated in 2011
Enhancing health and diminishing suffering by communicating useful information
based on honest science, provided in a respectful and compassionate manner.

CELEBRATING OUR
20TH SEASON
On September 2, 2021 On Call with the Prairie Doc®,
founded by the late Dr. Richard P. Holm, M.D. began its
twentieth season of providing truthful, timely, and tested
medical information free to the public via South Dakota
Public Broadcasting, streaming on Facebook and
archived on YouTube.
After Holm’s death from pancreatic cancer in March
2020, his programs, including television, radio, podcast,
newspaper, and social media, continue today thanks to
a team of Prairie Docs® from Brookings, South Dakota.
Andrew Ellsworth,
M.D., Kelly EvansHullinger, M.D.,
Debra Johnston,
M.D., and Jill Kruse,
D.O. volunteer
their time to carry
on Holm's legacy
by authoring
weekly newspaper
columns and
hosting radio
and television
Q&A programs
featuring volunteer
medical professionals from across the region.
A media career for Holm began in the early 1990s after
having been a frequent guest discussing medical topics
on local AM talk radio KBRK in Brookings. Holm was
asked to develop a weekly medical radio show working
with Joan Hogan, a non-traditional student at South
Dakota State University majoring in Communication
Studies. The resulting weekly half-hour radio program
named Holmspun Medicine began and has been on
the air most Wednesday mornings since 1993.
See 20th SEASON, page 3
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Friends of the Healing Words Foundation,
It is hard to believe that Prairie Doc® programming
has entered our 20th season! My dear husband Rick
had the drive and vision to promote health education
for all. He and many others worked hard to get our
product noticed and here we are, twenty seasons
later with a television
show, two podcasts,
radio show, web sites,
YouTube channel,
social media sites and
weekly newspaper
columns earning more
than 616,000 viewer and
reader impressions each
month!
There are so many
people to thank for
helping us along the
way. First and foremost
are our volunteer hosts/
Joanie Holm, Healing Words
authors, including the
Foundation President
original Prairie Doc Rick
and our current Prairie
Docs, Andrew Ellsworth, Kelly Evans-Hullinger, Jill
Kruse and Debra Johnston. We also thank the many
volunteer guests, director Lowell Haag, past and
See MESSAGE, page 3
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WHAT IS THE HEALING WORDS
FOUNDATION?
Healing Words Foundation was incorporated in 2011
to continue Rick and Joanie Holm’s lifelong mission
of improving community and individual health. The
Foundation endeavors to enhance health and diminish
suffering by communicating useful information, based
on honest science, provided in a respectful and
compassionate manner. The Foundation engages
a variety of Prairie Doc® media outlets to provide
science-based medical information to the greater South
Dakota region. We are privileged to have the following
individuals on our board of directors: President Joanie
Holm, C.N.P., Vice President David Hyink, Ph.D., Tom Luzier,
M.D., Jennifer K. May, M.D., Stephanie Herseth-Sandlin,
J.D., Ken Bartholomew, M.D., Eric Holm, M.F.A., Debra
Johnston, M.D. and Tom Dean, M.D.

On Call with the Prairie Doc® is a one-hour medical
questions television program that can be seen most
Thursday evenings at 7:00 p.m. CT on South Dakota Public
TV. It is also streamed on Facebook and archived on
YouTube with links to each program posted on the Prairie
Doc® website at www.PrairieDoc.org
Prairie Doc® Podcasts include Prairie Doc® Radio, a
30-minute live radio show on KBRK. Plus, Prairie Doc®
On Call, the full 55 minute audio portion of the weekly
television show. Learn more at www.prairiedoc.org/radio.

KAYAK CHALLENGE
CONCLUDES
BARTHOLOMEW PADDLES 411 MILES
RAISES MORE THAN $5,000
Dr. Ken
Bartholomew, a
member of the
Healing Words
Foundation board
and long-time friend
of The Prairie Doc®
has completed his
Kayak Challenge.
In September 2020,
Dr. B announced he
would kayak a total
of 411 miles on the
Missouri River, from
the North Dakota
border south to the
Nebraska border,
and he challenged
Finish Line: Dr. Ken Bartholomew a.k.a. Dr. B
all of us to support
celebrates the moment he reached his goal.
his effort with
donations. Despite three cancer surgeries, and plenty
of inclement weather this past year, Dr. B successfully
completed multiple excursions and reached his goal at
the end of October 2021.
"I firmly believe, and research has proven, if you are in
good shape when you go in for surgery, you will recover
more quickly and improve your success in rehab,”
Bartholomew explained. “I want to encourage people
to get out and be active." Dr. B says he may decide to
extend his challenge and paddle to Iowa next spring.

Prairie Doc® Perspectives is a weekly newspaper column
printed in more than 150 newspapers in South Dakota,
North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas,
and Illinois. www.prairiedoc.org/blog
Play Eat Sleep is a series of vidoes featuring sciencebased pediatric medical information with Joanie Holm,
C.N.P. www.playeatsleep.org
Please consider a gift to help these programs continue.
Give online at www.HealingWordsFoundation.org or mail
to P.O. Box 752, Brookings, SD, 57006. A pledge form is
also printed on the back of this newsletter.
Newsletter editor: Barb Anderson

See KAYAK, page 7
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20th SEASON, continued from page 1
From the beginning, Holm’s goal for the radio program was to share with the public, honest, scientific answers to medical
questions. While the current program format remains similar to the original, its name has evolved to Prairie Doc® Radio and it is
also available as a podcast by the same name.

The Prairie Docs® Evans-Hulllinger, Kruse, Johnston and Ellsworth take their places on the new set designed for the 20th Season.

After launching the radio program, Holm and Hogan pursued their goal of producing a television series. In 1995, working with
producers Jay Vanduch and Ginger Thomson of TV Productions, they created a five-part series named House Call. SDPB agreed
to air the series which featured Holm and other physicians from throughout South Dakota discussing timely medical concerns.
In 2001, Hogan, then an instructor at SDSU, approached SDPB and SDSU Cooperative Extension Service with the idea of an ongoing medical info program. Soon thereafter, On Call, a weekly half-hour taped television program had a regular timeslot on
SDPB. The program later extended to a one hour, live, question and answer format airing during prime time. Today we know the
program as On Call with the Prairie Doc® which originates from Yeager Media Center on the SDSU campus. It is broadcast on
SDPB, and streams on Facebook most Thursday nights. It is also available as a podcast named Prairie Doc® On Call.
To promote the television programs, Holm wrote newspaper briefs to highlight each program topic. These briefs evolved to
weekly newspaper columns named Prairie Doc® Perspectives and circulation has expanded to more than 150 newspapers in
South Dakota, North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Nebraska, Kansas, and Illinois with a combined circulation of over 570,000.
Dr. Holm and his wife Joanie Holm, CNP recognized production of these programs was dependent upon significant on-going
private funding and in 2011, they founded the Healing Words Foundation. This 501c3 foundation and its volunteer board of
directors, with Joanie Holm as president, serve as the umbrella funding organization for Prairie Doc® programming. Donations to
the foundation provide 100 percent of the funding needed to continue the message of the Prairie Doc®.

MESSAGE, continued from page 1
and current producers Lindsey Meyers, Joan Hogan,
Laura Ellsworth, Jay Vanduch and Ginger Thomson,
SDSU Extension Service and Yeager Media Studio, over
150 newspapers, KBRK and SDPB, current and emeritus
HWF board members, and editor/administrator Barb
Anderson. And thanks to the student volunteers who
take viewer questions on the TV show each week.

the reason we continue. As Prairie Doc® consumers,
we ask you to join us in thanking all our donors for
their support over 20 seasons. With your help, we look
forward to our 21st season and beyond.

Future seasons will be possible thanks to our generous
individual and corporate donors who you will see
listed in this newsletter. And finally, we thank you, our
viewers, readers, and listeners. Your involvement is

Joanie Holm, President
Healing Words Foundation

With gratitude,
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Board Member Profile: Eric Holm
What is your profession?
Well, I like to keep it real broad and call myself an ‘artist’ — I
mostly make music and theater. I sing to very young people,
I write ‘radical queer country music’ for grown-ups, and I
produce and create theater events of all kinds. I studied
acting at the University of Minnesota (go Gophers!) and did my
master’s degree in directing at Columbia University in New York.
How long have you been a part of Healing Words Foundation?
I was honored to join the board of the Healing Words
Foundation in 2020, after my Dad’s death and during the height
of the Covid-19 pandemic. But I guess I’ve been involved
with Healing Words projects from the beginning. My Dad (Rick
Holm) loved to talk through his ideas, and I think he may have
learned how to keep some of his medical ideas relatively clear
and simple by talking to us, his kids. You know, he adapted
the Hippocratic Oath into a short prayer that we would say at
night, for instance; “Help us to be kind and honest and respect
people’s choices.”

Eric Holm

What are your thoughts on the
programs supported by Healing
Words Foundation: On Call with the
Prairie Doc®, Prairie Doc® Radio and
the newspaper essays Prairie Doc®
Perspectives?

Holm Family: Top - Eric and Carter; Bottom - Preston, Joanie, Rick & Julia

How did you get involved with Healing Words Foundation?
My parents wanted to keep a family member on the board. I
think that it’s a good way to keep the spirit of Dr. Holm strong
as we make decisions. Even as we move in new directions, we
hope to keep that generous and buoyant spirit!
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I think it’s a big deal to have
independent not-for-profit medical
information, vetted by doctors, and
I think it’s so inspiring to see the slow
but steady growth of my Dad’s vision:
a humble, no-nonsense ‘Prairie Doc’
style of conversing and truth-telling.
Scientist-types working hard to be
clear and honest with all of us nonscientist types out here.

See ERIC HOLM, page 7
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VACCINATE FOR COVID-19 & INFLUENZA
BY KELLY EVANS-HULLINGER, MD

Fall has arrived, and what we might call
“respiratory season” is upon us. Respiratory
season refers to the colder months in which
we spend much of our time indoors. In the
Great Plains states that is usually October
through March. Normally, this season
correlates with when we see high rates
of typically seasonal respiratory infections
such as influenza and respiratory syncytial
virus or RSV.
Living through the COVID-19 pandemic has
given us knowledge we can use to greatly
decrease the spread of all respiratory
infections. During the 2020-2021 respiratory
season, rates of
influenza were at
historic lows in South
Dakota and across
the country due to
the measures we
took to decrease the
spread of COVID-19.
So, what are the
lessons learned?
First and foremost,
we learned
that when we are sick with respiratory
symptoms, we should stay home to avoid
spreading our illness to others, especially
those most vulnerable to respiratory
illnesses. This includes the very young
and the very old and those who have
suppressed immune systems or chronic lung
disease.

Second, it remains essential that anyone
experiencing symptoms of cough, fever, or
runny nose be evaluated. Consider testing
for COVID-19, influenza, and possibly other
infections to identify your illness with more
certainty. Even if you have tested negative
for COVID-19, if you must be around others
while you have symptoms, keep your
distance, cover your mouth and nose when
coughing or sneezing, and at best, wear a
mask to keep those respiratory droplets out
of the air.
Finally, vaccines remain one of our best
tools for infection prevention. Vaccination
against COVID-19 is
crucial and has proven
to be highly safe and
effective. Now is the time
to think about getting
your annual influenza
vaccine, too. You can
get your COVID-19 and
influenza vaccinations
in the same visit. And if
you are 65 years old or
more, or if you have any
medical problems increasing your risk for
bacterial pneumonia, ask your healthcare
provider about a pneumococcal vaccine.
We have the tools to keep ourselves
and others healthy during this respiratory
season. Let's take advantage of lessons
learned during a respiratory viral pandemic
to help us all do better in the future.

Look for the Prairie Doc® wherever you get your podcasts!
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THANKS TO OUR CORPORATE DONORS!

Lake Poinsett
Sailing Academy

Pierre District Medical Society; Brookings, Madison, Flandreau Medical District Society; Yankton District Medical Society.
We sincerely thank our donors. Without them, our programs would not be possible. These gifts impact the lives of those in
the greater South Dakota area. We invite you to join in supporting our mission to provide honest, science-based medical
information. Give online at www.HealingWordsFoundation.org or mail your gift to P.O. Box 752, Brookings, SD 57006. Thank you!

THANKS TO OUR INDIVIDUAL DONORS! (MAY 1, 2021 - OCTOBER 31, 2021)
Rob & Marty Allison

Lynn & Mary Frederick

David & Susan Karolczak

Robert & Elaine Rietz

James & Joan Anderson

John & Linda Fritz

Deanna & David Knudson

Susan Ripple

Ronald & Diane Bannwarth

Thomas Garry

Tim & Betsy Kosier

Bill & Linda Roth

Helen Baron-Wishard

Bette Gerberding

Mark & Patty Kratochvil

Peter & Mary Schaefer

Rachel Benton

Daniel & Marianna Gergen

Lelonnie Kuck

Jerry & Carolyn Schroeder

George & Patricia Breidenbach

Lillian Greenbaum

Karla Howard & Sylvia Kurth

Debra & John Schulte

Joy Bretsch

Carrie Hagberg

Dwayne Lafave

Lynn & Matthew Simmons

Steve & Loreen Bunkers

Bonnie Hansen

Susan Larsen

Alice Simon

Debra & Clark Butman

Mark & Michele Harlow

John & Cheryl Leuthold

Gerald & Linda Smidt

Robert Carroll

Charles & Kathryn Hart

Patrick & Nancy Lyons

Dennis & Vicki Smith

Dave & Sharon Clay

Verna Hauge

Tom & Jeanne Manzer

Sherilyn Starks

John & Jan Clites

Dale & Paulette Heesch

Greg & Shari Mattern

Bob & Lori Sutton

Teri Creager

Joan Hegerfeld-Baker

Steve Miller & Jennifer May

Ronold & Janice Tesch

Tom & Kathy Dean

Steve & Mary Kay Helling

Rodney & Carol McGinnis

Melody & Bob Thompson

Roger & Beth Deiter

Ilene Helmer

Connie & James Mcknight

Jay Vanduch & Ginger Thomson

William & Cyndi Dendinger

Tom & Sandy Henry

Paul Melancon

Linda & Lyle Thorson

Margaret Denton

Scott & Nancy Hodges

Peggy Miller

Jeroll & Elaine Tiede

Charlys Dice

Alan & Brenda Hodgson

WIlliam & Deb Moore

George Ust

Mary Dodds

Geneva Hogue

Allen & Vicki Nord

Darwin & Marlenna Walker

Frances Dupper

Richard Howard

Lawrence Novotny

Lanny & Victoria Walker

Connie & Thomas Earley

Juanita Huber

Mary & Doug O'Neill

Martin Wanserski

Joan Eaton

Roger & Marvis Jenner

Carol Olson

Douglas Wanttie

Diana Edwards

David & Sharon Johnson

Helen Lynette Olson

Pam & Merritt Warren

Mary & Craig Ekeland

Denise Hair & Mary Johnson

Karen Paulson

Gail & George Widman

David & Julie Elson

Dorothy Johnson

Carol Jean Peterson

Jerry & Mary Fiedler

Larry & Barbara Joy

Janel Pirlet

Anthony & Denise Firman

Dave & Mary Ann Kampaska

George Prest

Craig & Nancy Fratzke

Robert & Carolynn Karlen

Edith & Gary Rae
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In memory of Frieda Nusz by Penny
& John Porter
SDSU Foundation
Foundation on behalf of
Yeager Media Center
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ERIC HOLM, continued from page 4

KAYAK, continued from page 4

Why should someone consider donating to Healing
Words Foundation?

Dr. B is a prime
example that
staying active
in the face of
adversity has
healing power!
His dedication
to the Healing
Words mission
resulted in
$5,344.85 in

This is valuable work not just for us as individuals,
but for the health of a larger society. We have to
continue working for a world where we value one
another’s expertise; where we have the humility to
admit when we don’t know things, when we can
learn from those who have studied. Supporting our
organization means our doctors can continue to
follow the facts, based in contemporary medical
science, and share that information as publicly as
possible.
support of our Prairie Doc®
programs. Thank you Dr.
Bartholomew and thanks to
all who made a donation.
You can still give to the
Kayak Challenge. Go to
PrairieDoc.org and click on
the donate button, or mail
a check to Healing Words
Foundation, PO Box 752,
Brookings SD 57006. Be sure
to include the word “kayak”
in the memo.
Eric & Rick Holm making music in New York City

Dr. B (r) with son Chandler (l) and
son-in-law Brandon Johnson (c).
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Healing Words Foundation
P.O. Box 752
Brookings, SD 57006

This publication does not seek to serve as a substitute for professional medical care. Consult your physician
before undertaking any form of medical treatment or adopting any exercise program or dietary guidelines.

If you would like to support our mission to provide honest, science-based medical information, please complete the below pledge card and
mail to P.O. Box 752, Brookings, SD 57006. You are also welcome to donate online at www.HealingWordsFoundation.org. Thank you!

Gifts received or postmarked on or by 12/31/21 may be eligible for 2021 tax deductions.
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